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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we first introduce L~(tt)-averaging domains which are generalizations 
of existing domains, such as John domains and LS(#)-averaging domains. Then, we characterize 
L~ (#)-averaging domains using the quasihyperbolic metric. Finally, we give applications to quasi- 
conformal mappings. © 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, there have been remarkable advances made in studying domains, such as uni- 
form domains, John domains, LS-averaging domains, and their properties and applications, 
see [1-8]. As we know, bounded uniform domains are John domains, while John domains are 
LS(#)-averaging domains. In [3], we introduce L s (#)-averaging domains and obtain some basic 
properties of L~(#)-averaging domains. We call a proper subdomain ~ c ]R n an L ~ (#)-averaging 
domain, s > 1, if #(~) < oo and there exists a constant C such that 
1 lu - USo,,I 8 d# < C sup ]u - UB,•] s dlz , 
4BcI2 
for some ball B0 C ~ and all u E L~oc(f~; #). Here the supremum is over all balls B C fl with 
4B C f~ and # is a measure defined by d# = w(x)dx for a weight w(x). In this paper, we 
introduce L~(#)-averaging domains which are generalizations of LS(p)-averaging domains and 
characterize L~(tt)-averaging domains using the quasi-hyperbolic metric. 
Throughout his paper, we always assume ~ is a connected open subset of ~ .  We write 
R = •1. Balls are denoted by B and orb is the ball with the same center as B and with 
diam(aB) = adiam(B).  We write B(x ,R)  for the ball centered at x of radius R. Also, we do 
not distinguish the balls from the cubes throughout his paper. The n-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure of a set E C_ ](n is denoted by IE]. We call w a weight if w E L~oc(IR n) and w > 0 a.e. 
For a function u, we denote the ,-average over B by UB,, ---- ( I / i t (B))  fB u d#. 
I would like to thank Professor C. A. Nolder who brought me the motivation to introduce L~(t~)-averaging domains 
when I worked with him at Florida State University. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. We call w a doubling weight and write w E D(f~) if there exists a constant C 
such that 
#(2B) < C#(B), 
for a11 balls B with 2B C 12. If this condition holds only for all balls B with 4B C fl, then w is 
weak doubling and we write w C WD(12). 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let a > 1. We say that w satisfies a weak reverse H61der inequality and write 
w 6 WRI-I(~) when there exist constants fl > 1 and C > 0 such that 
(~B] /Bw~ dx)  l/~ <_ C~B~ /Bwdx,  (1.1) 
for all balls B C ~ with aB C ~. We say that w satisfies a reverse H61der inequality when (1.1) 
holds with a = 1 and we write w e RH(~). 
In fact the space WRH(~2) is independent of cr > 1, see [6]. We next define Muckenhoupt 
weights. 
DEFINITION 1.3. We say that a weight w satisfies the At-condition, where r > 1, and write 
w • A~(~) when ),_1 
sup wdx w 1/(1-~) dx < oo, 
B 
where the supremum is over a11 balls B C ~. If w satisfies the A~-condition for all balls B 
with 2B c •, we write w • A~°C(12). Also, we write A~(f~) = Ur>l  A~(a) and A~C(a) = 
Ur>l A~°¢ (~) • 
2. L~(p)-AVERAGING DOMAINS AND THEIR  PROPERTIES 
In this section, we first introduce the L~ (#)-averaging domain, then we characterize it in terms 
of the quasihyperbolic metric. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let ~ be a continuous increasing convex function on [0, ec) with ~(0) = O. We 
call a proper subdomain f~ C ~n an L~'(tz)-averaging domain, if #(f~) < c¢ and there exists a 
constant C such that 
1/o ~(a)  ~(~lu -~Bo, , I )  d# _< C4Bcflsup ~ ~(a[u -us , , I )  d#, (2.1) 
for some bMl B0 C f~ and a11 u such that qa(lul) • L~o~(fl; #), where the measure/z is defined 
by d~ = w(x) dx, w(x) is a weight, and T, a are constants with 0 < ~- < 1, 0 < cr < 1 and the 
supremum is over all balls B C 12 with 4B C ~. The factor 4 here is for convenience and in fact 
these domains are independent of this expansion factor, see [3]. 
From the above definition, we see that LS(/z)-averaging domains are special L~(#)-averaging 
domains when ~(t) = t s in Definition 2.1. Also, uniform domains and John domains are very 
speciM L~(#)-averaging domains. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The quasihyperbolic distance between x and y in 12 is given by 
/1  
k(x, y) = k(x, y; a)  = inf d(z, Oa--------) ds, (2.2) 
where 7 is any rectifiable curve in ~ joining x to y. Here d(z, 0~) is the Euclidean distance 
between z and 0~. 
We remark that for any two points x and y in f~, there is a quasihyperbolic geodesic arc joining 
them [5]. Now we prove the following analogue of the BMO-inequality which will be used later. 
THEOREM 2.3. 
Then, 
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Let 7~ be an increasing convex function on [0, oo) and D be a domain in ~n. 
1 fD 1 (2.3) ,(D) (a d, < 
for any constant c and any positive constant a. 
PROOF. For any constant c, we have 
]UD,, -- c[ = 1 u d/z - #(D----) (2.4) 
_< ]u - el d#. 
Applying ~ to the both sides of (2.4) and using Jensen inequality, we obtain 
1 f9~(2aEu_ c[)d~, (2a - cl) < 
where a is any positive constant. Hence, we have 
#(D) T (2a lUD,, - cl) d# < -~ ~(2alu - c[) d#, (2.5) 
for any constant c. By the fact that T is increasing and convex, using (2.5) we have 
#(D) ~ (a [u -- UD,.I) d# < ~ ~o(a[u - a I + ale - UD,t,I)d# 
1 1 /D(P(2a]u--c[)d#+1 1 /D <- 2 #(D) 2 #(D----) v(2ajuD,. - c[) d,  
<_  (2alu - cl) d#. 
We have completed the proof of Theorem 2.3. | 
THEOREM 2.4. Assume that w E WR}t(~),  T is as above, and that ~(t) <_ e bt for some 0 <_ b < oo 
and all t >_ 1. If l2 is an L~(#)-averaging domain, then 
In T (ak (x, Xo)) d# < 0% 
for each xo in ~ and some ~ > O. 
PROOF. Since ~ is increasing and convex, by Theorem 2.3, we obtain 
1 [ 1 f 
(2.6) 
#(B) 
for any constant c, any positive constant ~, and any ball B. Now, let B be any ball in f~ with 
center xs  and radius r. We first show 
#(B) ~ (ak (x, XB)) d# <_ M, (2.7) 
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where M is a constant independent of B. Since d(x,O~) >_ r - Ixl for each x E B, then 
k(x, XB) <_ log(r/(r -- ]xl) ). Using ~(t) < e bt and Hhlder's inequality we have 
~(~k(x, xB))d~< ~ ~logr -  ~ dr 
</B exp (~blog ~--~1~1)dx 
[ 
]B \ r - -~x]  ] d# (2.8) 
(1.)1. <_ C I lB I  l Ip w q dx  , 
provided ~ small enough, where 1/p+ 1/q -- 1. We now use the fact that w E WRI-I(f~) and with 
q--/3, (1.1) gives 
/B~(C&(X, XB)) d# <_CllBlllPlBlllq (T~Bi / swqdx)  1/q 
(2.9) 
P 
<_ C2 / w dx = C3#(2B) < C4t~(B), 
J2 B 
for all balls B with 4B C f~. The last inequality holds since w e WRH(f~) implies w E WD(12). 
Now, (2.7) follows. Finally, set u(x) = k(x, xo) and choose c = U(XB) in (2.6). Then, (2.6) 
and (2.7) give 
1 /B 1 /BSa(2crlu(x)--U(XB)l)dl~ .(B) So (° I~- ~B,.I) dr < 
(2.10) 
_< ~ So(2zk(x, xB)) dr _< M1, 
for some constant or. Since f~ is L~(#)-averaging domain, combining (2.1) and (2.10) yields 
~(a) So (~ !~- ~B0,.I) d# <_ CM1. (2.11) 
By the convexity of So and applying (2.11) we have 
_< ~ ~(2~l~(x) - ~Bo,.I) dr + ~ ~(2~l~Bo,.I)d~ 
1 1 
<_ ~CM1 + 9)(2c~ luso,A)~(a) < o~. 
We have completed the proof of Theorem 2.4. 1 
LEMMA 2.5. Let w E WD(~/). Suppose that s and q are positive constants and that 
({x e B: lu(x) -UB,.l > t}) _< se-qt~(B), (2.12) 
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for each t > 0 and each B with 4B C f~. Then, there exists a constant C = C(s, q, n) such that 
I~.(~),. - ~.(~),.1 -< Ck(x,y), (2.13) 
for all x and y in ft. Here B(x) is the ball B(x, d(~,o~ 
4 ]" 
PROOF. For each z E f~, notice 4B(z) C f~. F ix  x and y C ft and choose a quasihyperbolic 
geodesic arc 3' joining x and y in f~. We define an ordered sequence of points {zj} on ~/ by 
induction as follows. First,  let Zl = x. Next, suppose that z l , . . . , zy  have been defined and 
let fly = ~/(zy, y) denote that part  of 7 from zj to y and 7y the component of/~j A B(zj) which 
contains zj. Define zj+l as the other endpoint of Tj. We simplify notation as follows: By = B(zj), 
dy = d(zj, cOf~), rj = dy/4 = radius of By, and y -- z,~+2. We may assume that  m > 2. From the 
definition of {zy }, we have 
I zy+l -z j l=r j ,  j= l , . . . ,m,  and IZm+2--Zm+11<_rm+l. (2.14) 
For j = 1 , . . .  ,rn, pick z} E Of~ so that d(zj,Oft) = Izj - z}l. If z C ~/y C By, then 
4z ,  0a)  < Iz - 41 < I z -  ~Jl + Izj - 4 I  < 4e___~j 
- - - 3 
Hence, 
j d(z, Oa--------) ds >_ -~j J 4dj - 16" 
Summing the above over j gives 
3m < d(z, Oft-------~ ds <_ d(z, Ofl-------~ ds = k(x, y), (2.15) 16-  1 
and we have m < oc. 
Consider now the relative size of neighboring balls. F ix  j and choose z, z I E Oft so that 
dj = I z - z j l  andd j+ l  = Iz ' -  zj+ll. Then, dj < dj+l + rj anddy+l  <_ dj + rj, with the first 
inequality ielding 
dj+l > dj - ry > 3r J  
ry+l - 4 - 4 - 4 ' 
and the second yielding rj > 3rj+1/4 if ry+l >_ ry. Hence, 
Next, we show that  
--4- < rj+l <_ 4-~.rJ (2.16) 
(By n By+l) > cl ( ,  (By) + , (By+l)) (2.17) 
for a constant Cl. F ix j and let v = (zj + Zj+l)/2,  s = (max(rj,rj+l))/8, and B be the ball of 
radius s centered at v. In the case r j  > r j+ l ,  we have s = rj/8 <_ rj+l/6; similarly if r j+ l  _> r j  
we have s <_ rj/6. Thus, for z e B, we obtain 
1 
Iz - z jt  _< Iz - vl + Iv - z j l  _< s + ~ rzj - z J+~l <- r j ,  
a similar argument shows lz - zj+ll <_ rj+l. Hence, we conclude B C Bj N Bj+I. Since # is 
doubling, we have 
# (Bj n B~+I) > #(B) >_ # ( 8 BJ) > NI (W)# (B~) , 
(1.) 
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Let Cl = (1/2) min{Nl(W), N2(w), 4s}, then we have 
1 (Yl(w), (Bj) + N~(w), (Bj+I)) 
> Cl (~ (Bj) + ~ (Bj+~)). 
For j = 1, 2, . . . ,  m + 2, let Ej = {x C Bj : lu - uBj,,] > t}, where t = (log(2s/cl))/q. By (2.12), 
we obtain 
r l  
#(Ej)  _< c1#-~. (2.18) 
Combining (2.17) and (2.18) yields 
# ((Si • Bj+I) \ (E~ U Ej+I)) > 0. 
Therefore, there exists x E (B jn  Bj+I) \ (Ej U Ej+I), and hence, 
- lu -  + 2t. 
Summing and using (2.15), we obtain 
m+l  
1 
<_ 3rot << 16tk(x,y) 
_< 16 log (2S/Cl) k(x, y) 
q 
< ck(x, y). 
We have completed the proof of Lemma 2.5. | 
THEOREM 2.6. Let w E WD(~) and ~ be as in Del~nition 2.1. If ~ satisl~es 
#(•) T(ak(x, x0)) d# < oo, (2.19) 
[or some Y:xed point Xo in i-I and some a > O, then t2 is an L~(tt)-averaging domain. 
PROOF. By the definition of L~(#)-averaging domains, we only need to show that (2.1) holds. 
We may assume that 1/. 
4Bcasup ~ ~ (a l u -  ~B,,I) d# _< C1, (2.20) 
where C1 is a constant independent of the ball B. Hence, we have 
#(B) ~(a[u- -us , , [ )  dtt <__C2. 
Since ~ is convex, by virtue of Jensen inequality, we obtain 
( 1 / B ) -~  a lU -- UB,,I dt~ <_C2, 
which is equivalent to 
.(B) ~1~ - ~B,.[ d~ <_ ~-~ (C2), 
since ~ is an increasing function. Thus, 
sup i u -  us,.[ d# <_ Ca. 
4Bcf2 
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Hence, u ~ BMO(~;  #). By John-Nirenberg lemma for doubling weights [9, p. 336], we have 
# ({x e B : I~(x) - ~B,.t > t}) ~ p~-~*~(B), (2.21) 
for 4B C ~, where p and q are positive constants. Therefore, Lemma 2.5 is applicable to the proof 
of this theorem. Let W = {Q} be a Whitney decomposition of~ into cubes. We may assume that 
each cube Q E W is contained in a ball Bo(x), with Q c BQ(x) C £t and #(BQ(x)) <_ C#(Q). 
By Lemma 2.5, for any x in £t, we have 
lUBQ(.o),. - uBq(~),.l <_ C4k (z, zo).  
Since T is convex and increasing, by (2.22), we obtain 
< ~ (~ I~ - ~.~(.) , .  l + ( i  - ~)~c~k (=, ~o)) 
-< w (l~ - ~-~(~),.1) + (~ - ~)~ (~c~k (~, xo)), 
for 0 < r < 1. Thus, we have 
. (a)  ~(m-  ~0,.I) dr -< -~ (~ (I u -  ~(~) , . I )  
+(1 - ~)~(.~C~k(x, ~0))) dr 
- \ . (a )  ,(BQ(x)) ~(.~ q 
+ r ~-~) /Q(1 -  r)~(rCbk(x, xo)) d# 
Q 
(I - r)/a 
_< ~co + 7,-&7 ~(,-c~k(~,~o)) d,.
Letting r be small enough and combining (2.19) and (2.24), we have 
1£ 
, (a )  ~ O-I~ - ~Zo.,,I) dr _< c¢. 
Therefore, there exists a constant C such that 
z*(a) ~o (,,-lu-,~Bo,.I) dr < C sup 1 - 4Bc~ ~-~ ~ ('~ I~- uB,,I) dl,. 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
for each xo in Y] and some a > O. 
THEOREM 2.7. Assume that w 6 WRH(~). Let ~ be a continuous increasing convex function 
[0, oo) with ~o(0) = 0 and 7~(t) <_ e bt for some 0 < b < oo and t k 1. Then, ~ is an L ~ (#)-averaging 
domain if and only if 
fa ~ (~k (x, x0)) dr < oo, 
We have completed the proof of Theorem 2.6. | 
As we know, w C WRH(~2) implies w E WD(fl). Thus, we have the following theorem if we 
combine Theorems 2.4 and 2.6. 
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3. APPL ICAT IONS 
We will use the following result that appears in [5, Theorem 3]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 12, ~Y be proper subdomains of ](, n >_ 2, and let f : ~ -+ ~ be K-quasi- 
conformal. Then, there exists a constant c, depending only on n and K, such that 
ka, (f  (x]), f (x2)) _< c(n, K) max (ka (x], x2), k~ (xl, x2) ) , (3.1) 
for all xl,x2 E ~, where ~ = K W(]-n) <_ 1. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let ~ be a proper subdomain of N n, ~ an L~(m)-averaging domain where ~ is 
as in Definition 2.1 and m is n-dimensional Lebesgue measure, and let f : ~ --* ~1 a K-quasi- 
conformal mapping. Then, ~ is an L~(p)-averaging domain where d# = J /dm and Jr/ is the 
Jacobian determinant of f. 
PROOF. Notice that f - ]  : ~' -~ ~ is K-quasiconformal. Fix x0 C ~ and let Y0 = f(xo), y = f(x). 
Applying (3.1), we have 
Ha (f-](y),  f-~(yo)) <_ C1 (kn, (y, yo) + k~, (y, Yo)) . (3.2) 
Let t be a constant with 0 < t < 1. Using (3.2) and the convexity of ~, we obtain 
.~  ~ (o~k~ (x, x0) ) J f  dx -~ ~ ~ ("~2 ( f - l (Y ) , f - ] (Yo) ) )  J f  dx 
<- fo, (y, + c]G (y, y0)) @ 
<- v (t c2ka, (y, + (1 - (y, yo)) @ 
since ~' is an LV(m)-averaging domain. By Theorem 2.6, ~ is an LV(#)-averaging domain where 
d# = Jl dm. | 
From the Riemann mapping theorem and Example 3.2, we have the following result. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Any simply-connected proper subdomain ft of N~ is L" (~)-averaging where d# = 
Jf dx and f is the conformal mapping of f~ onto the unit disk. 
REMARK. The introduction of L ~' (~)-averaging domains brings some interesting questions to us. 
For example, we may explore whether the results established in L ~ (#)-averaging domains in [2] 
and [3] are still true for L~(~)-averaging domains. 
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